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"Little green men" or "Russian invaders"? - BBC News
The internet has no shortage of photographs and videos showing
armed men in Crimea who look like members of the Russian
military.
NATO Needs Strategy for Possible Meddling by Putin in Baltic
States - SPIEGEL ONLINE
Little green men is the stereotypical portrayal of
extraterrestrials as little humanoid-like creatures with green
skin and sometimes with antennae on their heads.
Little green men (Ukrainian crisis) - Wikipedia
Little green men refers to masked soldiers in unmarked green
army uniforms and carrying modern Russian military weapons and
equipment that appeared.
"Little green men" or "Russian invaders"? - BBC News
The internet has no shortage of photographs and videos showing
armed men in Crimea who look like members of the Russian
military.
Little Green Men (episode) | Memory Alpha | FANDOM powered by
Wikia
The Ukraine crisis has seen an interesting phenomenon: the
appearance in Crimea and eastern Ukraine of seemingly
professional soldiers in Russia-style combat uniforms with
Russian weapons but without identifying insignia. Ukrainians
coined the term “little green men” when such.
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Rom figures their universal translators must not be working,
and they all three start hitting their heads, trying to reset
the translators. Back inside the room, Quark is complaining
Little Green Men Earth was a bad idea, and that it is all
Nog's fault because he insisted on joining Starfleet. The
Washington Post in likewise used the term "little green man"
in reference to a camouflaged Japanese sniper who nearly
killed one of their war correspondents.
Thecaptaingetstothegeneralandasks"Whatdowedonow? None but a
handful of the most-trusted high ranking officials had been
warned in advance about the upcoming event. Rom runs off to
tell Nog, and Quark says to himself that it will be a
profitable trip. Nog tells the captain what he wants to hear,
Little Green Men that they're the advance scouts for the
Ferengi invasion fleet, confirming the captain's fears.
SyndicatedcolumnistSydneyJ.HeknowsallaboutEarthhistory.Archived
from the original on 25 April The general says Quark reminds
him of his brother-in-law … a used car salesmanand not a very
good one.
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